
Some round letters are too round
At the other extreme from italic there are many early models with rounded letterforms. While once again
suggesting that it is unwise to criticise a particular style there is no harm in pointing out the problems that
sometimes develop. Undoubtedly very round letters are less efficient when joined or written at speed. Then again
there is a problem with those pupils, like the first example below, who were so proud of their ability to follow the
primary school model that they find it difficult to move forward. They would seldom be criticised for the legible
appearance of their writing at any stage, but their script remains rather immature. They are also reluctant to
speed up for fear of spoiling their much admired handwriting.

As you can see in the lower examples some rounded letterforms are prone to distort at speed. The open ‘b’ and
‘p’ are the worst, but the ‘a’, ‘c’ and ‘g’ family of letters also get dragged open in an attempt to write fast. It is
worth drawing a writer’s attention to these drawbacks of the model.

You will also come across pupils from abroad who may have learned quite different styles. They will have
enough trouble adjusting to a new educational system without having to alter their handwriting. Some teachers
may have difficulty reading their homework but it would be unkind to make too much of it. They may well copy
their classmates in time without any outside prompting – if they think it a good idea. 
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Some round letters are too round

At the other extreme there are rounded, simplified cursive models. They are meant to teach five- and six-year-olds to join
up easily. They do this job very well, sometimes too well. Some of these children are left for life with the idea that they
must join all their letters all the time, even though their style of letters make it difficult. See also page 45.

The simplified rounded letters deteriorate at speed. The open ‘b’, ‘p’ and ‘r’ are worst.

This is like the model. Every letter joins. It is clear but slow, and rather childish. See the awkward joins to ‘a’, ‘o’ and ‘d’. A pen lift would be quicker than joining.

Some people go back to separate letters when their joins do not work well.

Careless writing mixes ‘n’, ‘r‘ and ‘p’.

This open ‘p’ does not do well at speed.

‘b’ loses its shape and sometimes looks like ‘l’.

Close ‘b’ and ‘p’ and dip the top of ‘r’.

Rounded letters can open out at speed. Narrower writing often works best.




